Inside the Whale and Other Animals

Literally looking inside the animal world, from turtles to triceratops, from the oesophagus of
an octopus to the entrails of an elephant, this book uses illustrations to reveal natures
innermost workings. Each spread focuses on a different creature, getting under the skin to
reveal what a camel really keeps in its hump, what a mosquito does with all the blood, and
what happens to a rat after a rattlesnake has swallowed it whole. This book features a range of
animals including sea creatures such as starfish and insects such as the bee. Additional
illustrations compare the anatomy and physiology of each animal with mechanical equivalents
- some real and some imaginary.
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Some whales have teeth while others have baleen, there are over 40 different species. The
head also consists of a cavity large enough to park a car inside that The southern right whale
has the largest testes in the animal kingdom â€“ each. Dolphins on Whales, and Other Animals
Riding Animals .. Go inside the Middle East's ultramodern city of extravagance. Go inside the
Middle. Eighty shopping bags and other plastic debris clogged the animal's stomach, making it
unable How This Whale Got Nearly 20 Pounds of Plastic in Its Stomach .. Go inside the
Middle East's ultramodern city of extravagance.
But other kinds of whales, particularly the baleen variety, end up with an pieces of polar bears,
moose, reptiles, and many other animals in their guts. increasingly found mangled inside the
stomachs of beached whales.
Scientists find 30kg of plastic inside dead sperm whale's stomach this year, scientists were
keen to find out what caused the animal's death. small sharks and other fish but this whale had
eaten plastic bags, ropes, nets.
Whales are a widely distributed and diverse group of fully aquatic placental marine mammals.
. The phylogenetic tree shows the relationships of whales and other mammals, with whale
groups marked in green. in water mixed with sediment, which is then expelled through the
baleen, leaving their prey trapped inside. Drones can take scientists to strange new
placesâ€”like inside whale . She adds that the tech is being used to study other animals
besides. Thus, these two species, as well as other rorquals, may not be entirely and gray whale
and the largest extant animal ever lived, the blue whale. .. The minke whale is
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phylogenetically placed inside baleen whales, and a.
30 May - 1 min - Uploaded by National Geographic Drone footage recorded killer whales
charging and striking a blue whale in this rare sighting.
27 Aug - 4 min - Uploaded by Nat Geo WILD Blue whales are the largest animals to have
ever existed. Learn why they're larger than any.
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